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Electricity sector impacts in China
China’s economic growth over last
30 years was both energy- and
carbon-intensive

Coal is 65% of China’s power generation (CEC 2017b)

Power sector is 50% of China’s
energy-related GHG emissions, and
China emits > 25% of global GHGs

Coal burning contributes up to 1/4
of particulate matter (PM) during
high PM episodes in northern China

(IEA 2017; Grubb et al. 2015)

(Sun et al. 2013)
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- 9.1 US cents), R&D,
manufacturing, etc. (NDRC
2015b; Nahm and Steinfeld 2014)

▶

26% of 2030 electricity
demand could be met by
wind power (Davidson, Zhang,
et al. 2016)

▶

Gov’t targets 20% of total
primary energy from
non-fossil sources by 2030
(NDRC 2015a)
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But, integration challenges persistent

Curtailment: free resource (marginal cost ≈ 0) not fully accepted onto grid
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(Zhao et al. 2012; Kahrl et al.

2013; NEA 2016)
▶

Insufficient transmission capacity

▶

Inflexible fossil and cogeneration mix

▶

Preferential policies for coal generation

Various high-level and interacting policies
▶
▶

Mandatory dispatch policies in 2005, 2007, 2009, 2015
Minimum generation requirements (NDRC and NEA 2016)
Permitting freeze in highest-curtailment provinces (NEA 2017)

▶

Market mechanisms to alleviate curtailment (State Council 2015)

▶
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Electricity market reforms in China
“Partial” electricity restructuring blends market and central
planning
▶

Separate grid and generation companies, following prescription

▶

Prices and quantities to large extent still set by government

New round of reforms

(State Council 2015)

▶

Slowly move planned electricity sales to market-determined
contracts

▶

Regulating grid costs

▶

Retail competition

▶

Encourage widespread market experiments by provinces (CEC
2017a)
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2. Will China’s current marketization approaches lead to efficient
and sustained electricity markets?
3. What electricity sector institutional arrangements are necessary
and feasible for China to address wind integration challenges?
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Vertically-integrated utilities (govt-owned or exclusive franchise)
→ Competitive generation and retail
→ Cost-based incentive regulation for grid monopolies
(independent of market transactions)
→ Close integration of operations and markets
→ Strong, independent regulator

Well-designed “spot” markets accommodate renewable energy
(Neuhoff et al. 2016; GE 2010)
▶

Marginal cost dispatch naturally prioritizes freely-available RE

▶

Locational price signals help capture benefits of larger,
regionalized markets

▶

Time-varying prices create incentives for flexible operation of
conventional units
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▶
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Typical analyses of impacts
▶

Case studies and cross-national statistical work on prices
pre- and post- (Sioshansi and Pfaffenberger 2006; Jamasb 2006; Zhang
et al. 2008)

▶

Optimization studies on regional market designs and
renewable energy (Aravena and Papavasiliou 2017; Neuhoff et al.
2016)

▶

Very little work on renewable energy and cost outcomes in
transitional non-standard markets / non-standard market
assumptions
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Provincial cases of system and market operations
Why provincial case studies?
▶

Variation and autonomy of practices at local level

▶

Insights for model validation and data

Case selection
▶

All windy regions (> 5% generation share)

▶

Diversity of curtailment pressures, institutional histories,
export relationships, market experiments

▶

For each, 1-2 market experiments: Only a selected subset in
this presentation
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Cases

Northeast

Northwest

Inner Mongolia

Tibet
Central

North

East

South

Figure: Case provinces (red) and grid regions of which they are part (blue, thick
outline)
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Cases
Case

Region
Characteristics

Electricity Market
Development*

Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, E.
Inner Mongolia (Northeast
Grid):
Excess wind exchanges
Peaking ancillary services
market
Gansu (Northwest Grid):
Wind bilateral contracts

Relatively isolated
grid, pronounced
coal overcapacity,
high must-run
cogeneration

Wind: 20% (HL),
13% (JL), 13%
(LN) in market

Earliest wind
Coal: 83%
mega-base, energy
Wind: 38%
exporter
Western Inner Mongolia
Provincial grid
Coal: 40%
Excess wind exchanges
company, exporter
Wind: 15% (entire
to North China
IM province)
Yunnan (Southern Grid):
Hydro dominant,
Hydro: 80% (48%
Excess hydropower exchanges exporter, seasonal
inter-provincial)
balancing issues
Wind: 48%
Day-ahead exchange
Table: Cases of regional electricity market pilots with region characteristics.
*Market development figures are for 10 largest generation groups. Source:
(CEC 2017a).
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Data collection
▶

66 interviews over six months in 2015-2016 (plus scoping
interviews in 2013-2014)

▶

Primary and secondary archival materials, e.g.: government
work reports, yearbooks, news accounts, Chinese engineering
journal articles

▶

Respondents are from shaded organizations:
State Council

Central

Generation
companies

NDRC

Davidson

MIIT

Regional
bureaus

Regional

Provincial

NEA

Local
subsidiaries

DRC

Provincial
bureaus

Market cases

IIC/EIC

Central grids

Research
Institutes

Regional
grids

Research
Institutes

Provincial
grids

Research
Institutes
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▶

Inflexible generation: growing must-run cogeneration, larger
plants with high minimum outputs and long startup times

▶

Limited transmission evacuation capacity

▶

Solar power coincident curtailment

Grid company: implementer and market actor
▶

Meet annual/monthly plan and contract amounts (in energy)
according to equity principle (Sangong)

▶

Priority dispatch: curtail wind and solar after ramping down
committed coal units to prescribed minimum outputs

▶

Non-standard grid revenues = sell − buy prices, not cost-plus

▶

Fixed “postage-stamp” pricing for inter-provincial transmission

▶

Currently piloting rate-of-return + incentive regulation
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Thematic analysis: Dispatch scheduling
Timeframe

Annual
Monthly/
Seasonally

Central Govt
(NDRC, NEA,
MIIT)

Local Govt
(IIC, DRC, NEA
local offices)

Grid

Annual generation plans, Non-plan transactions, Crossregional / provincial transmission totals
Coal commitment plans, Hydropower
adjustments, Additional limited plan
adjustments and non-plan transactions

Weekly

Minor changes
(e.g. maintenance)

Daily

Generation profile
based on demand

Hourly

Limited adjustments
to demand and nondispatchable supply

NDRC: National Development and Reform Commission
NEA: National Energy Administration
MIIT: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
IIC: Industry and Information Commission (MIIT local bureau)
DRC: Development and Reform Commission (NDRC local bureau)
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Thematic analysis: Government interventions in markets
Provincial governments retain ability to affect price and
quantity
▶

Entry conditions

▶

Total quantity allowed in the market (and timing of ad-hoc
markets)

▶

Fixed prices, or bid limits

▶

Process of determining bid clearing

Motivations of provincial government officials
▶

Reduce electricity prices for local heavy industry, favored
sectors

▶

Limit size of market to minimize disruption
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Thematic analysis: Barriers to trading wind electricity
“Long-term” barriers from provincial protectionism
▶

Restriction: annual / quarterly electricity imports

▶

“Sangong” and mandatory RE dispatch do not apply between
provinces

▶

Implementation: allocate import limit to months; rigid,
pre-scheduled inter-provincial flows

“Short-term” barriers from provincial autonomy
▶

Restriction: inability to coordinate short-term changes (e.g.,
hourly)

▶

Effect: provincial grids manage imbalances internally; do not
typically share reserves
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Northeast

(NE)

Background
▶

Early industrial and coal base

▶

First electricity market experiments (failed)

▶

Large fleet of inflexible, must-run cogeneration

Load-following (“Peaking”) ancillary services market (2014 ~ )
▶

Bid-based compensation for coal plants to reduce below
administratively-set minimum outputs (~ 50%) during periods
of RE curtailment

▶

Regulators, politicians direct market through price caps and
(negotiated) minimum output thresholds

▶

In practice, price caps frequently hit: market signals ↓

▶

High RE burden (~ 20% of full tariff)
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Northeast peaking ancillary services market
Payments

77%
50%

Coal
Plant
A

Coal
Plant
B

Coal
Plant
C

Coal
Plant
D

Nuclear

Wind
Farm

Figure: The precise coal plant thresholds (here, 50%) vary by season and unit
type. Source: (NEA 2014; Northeast ERO 2016)
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Yunnan (Southern Grid)

(S)

Background
▶

Rigid multi-year hydro export contracts (e.g. to Guangdong),
specifying seasonal and daily profiles

▶

Southern Grid (starting w/Guangdong) slated for first spot
market pilot

Day-ahead exchange
▶

Country’s only day-ahead energy market

▶

“Top-up” at month’s end to avoid penalties or unfavorable
default tariffs

▶

Pay-as-bid variant of discriminatory pricing
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Yunnan day-ahead market bidding behavior

Figure: Consumer bids (blue) and market-cleared quantities (red) (top);
day-ahead, monthly and average market prices (bottom), 2017H1. (Kunming
Electricity Exchange 2017).
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Summary of market cases
1. Local governments and grids have the incentive and ability
to contravene commitments to wind deployment,
creating non-technical contributors to curtailment.
2. Markets have been primarily used as supplements to
administrative measures, with narrow purposes and varied
impacts on supply-side dispatch.
3. “Benchmark” product markets—whose value is defined
relative to administrative reference parameters—are popular
but do not reflect the underlying value of electricity and are
thus inefficient.
4. Local governments guide outcomes of markets of various
complexities through levers over design and implementation.
5. Markets can improve flexibility of the system, but
non-standard designs may be costly and hampered by their
ambiguous relationship to dispatch planning.
6. Grid companies are implementing agents as well as market
actors.
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Optimization model formulation
Unit commitment optimization (typical daily scheduling tool in
most power systems) (Ostrowski et al. 2012), with:
▶ Integer unit clustering (Palmintier and Webster 2014), expanded to

multiple nodes
▶ Network losses (Fitiwi et al. 2016)
▶ Legacy Chinese institutions (next slide)

Z = min
x,y

∑(

c⊤ xp,k,t + d⊤ yp,k,t

)

p,k,t

s.t. Supply/demand balance
Network losses
Generator output/ramping limits
Commitment constraints
District heating requirements
Reserve requirements
x ∈ {0..Np,k } : commitments y : outputs c : start up costs t :
time steps (1 hour)
d : variable operation costs p : provinces k : generator clusters
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Modeled institutions
Quota (Q)
Minimum generation
allowance to coal-fired
generators.
Implemented as
minimum constraint on
total generation for
each type of generator.
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Rigid Transmission
(T)
Planned total transfers
between provinces.

Provincial Reserves
(P)
Provinces cannot share
reserve generation.

Implemented as fixed
transmission flows
within tolerance band,
scaled to receiving
region demand profile.

Hence, must have
adequate reserves
available within
province.
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Quota (Q)
Minimum generation
allowance to coal-fired
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Implemented as
minimum constraint on
total generation for
each type of generator.

Rigid Transmission
(T)
Planned total transfers
between provinces.

Provincial Reserves
(P)
Provinces cannot share
reserve generation.

Implemented as fixed
transmission flows
within tolerance band,
scaled to receiving
region demand profile.

Hence, must have
adequate reserves
available within
province.

Coal Commitment Scheduling and Wind Forecasts:
Perfect
Perfect wind forecast
Single-stage model:
Coal commitments
made with perfect wind
knowledge.
Davidson

Minimum Wind
1st-stage
(commitment): min of
6 wind scenarios

Zero Wind
1st-stage
(commitment): zero
wind

2nd-stage (dispatch):
actual wind.

2nd-stage (dispatch):
actual wind.
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Experimental setup
▶

Three regions (NE, WIM, NW) modeled separately, exports
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Experimental setup
▶

Three regions (NE, WIM, NW) modeled separately, exports
fixed

▶

Historical network and generator data, 2015 and 2011 winters

▶

Automated and hand-verified unit sizes, cogeneration status

▶

Single week demand profile per province

▶

Six winter wind profiles per province constructed from
MERRA re-analysis
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curtailment and system costs.
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Figure: Generation profile, W. IM. Dotted line = pre-curtailment wind.
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Modeling findings
1. Must-run cogeneration is strongly correlated with curtailment
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2. Minimum outputs of coal plants strongly correlate with wind
curtailment and system costs.
3. Minimum up and down time constraints on coal plants are the
least influential aspect of coal plant flexibility.
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Modeling findings
4. Reserve requirements lead to additional coal commitments
and raise overall minimum outputs in the system, causing
increased curtailment.
2011

2015

25%
R

Wind Curtailment
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P
RT
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RTQ
PTQ
100%

75%

50%
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0%
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50%

25%

0%

0%

Reserve Requirements (Fraction of Base Case)

Figure: Curtailment rates for reserve requirement sensitivity, Northeast 2011
and 2015.
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Modeling findings
1. Must-run cogeneration is strongly correlated with curtailment
in winter.
2. Minimum outputs of coal plants strongly correlate with wind
curtailment and system costs.
3. Minimum up and down time constraints on coal plants are the
least influential aspect of coal plant flexibility.
4. Reserve requirements lead to additional coal commitments
and raise overall minimum outputs in the system, causing
increased curtailment.
5. Quotas raise overall costs but have limited effects on wind
integration.
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Integrated findings and
implications
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▶

Physical quota fulfillment requires: long-horizon commitment
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▶

Long-horizon commitment scheduling is most impactful on
wind integration
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Figure:
Curtailment and cost
changes
scheduling, Northeast.
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Integrated findings
Quota and scheduling institutions are coupled
▶

Physical quota fulfillment requires: long-horizon commitment
scheduling, long coal unit up times, some adjustments at end
of (arbitrary) settlement period

▶

Long-horizon commitment scheduling is most impactful on
wind integration

▶

Current market efforts (forward physical contracts) maintain
and enhance this practice
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Integrated findings II
Plant-level vs. system-level flexibility
▶

Latest efforts: change coal minimum outputs (e.g. NE
peaking market), fixing commitment schedules

▶

System-level changes such as scheduling, reserves: more
complicated w/dispatch and compensation schemes

Important but less visible interaction of trading arrangements
▶

Curtailment increases when both local reserve requirements
and transmission bands activated

▶

Can result from protectionist policies and by-products of
provincial autonomy
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Political economy of wind curtailment causes and solutions
Phenomenon

Importance
to Wind
Outcomes

Feasibility
of
Changing

Relevant Markets /
Efforts (Region)

Physical Contracts:
Long-term physical
contracts restricting
short-term balancing

High

Low

Provincial Authority:
Preference to
(within-province)
conventional energy
through planning,
operations, and
market authority
Inter-Provincial
Trading Rules:
Different trading rules
across provinces and
regions inhibiting
short-term trading

Medium

High

High

Medium

Monthly exchanges
and “roll-over”
allowances
Day-ahead
exchange (SoG)
Various
“out-of-plan”
markets (All)
Wind bilateral
contracts,
exchanges (NW,
WIM)
Region-wide
markets (NE, SoG)
Relaxing
transmission bands
(NW)
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Discussion
Methodological notes
▶

Realistic quantitative model combining qualitative process
insights

▶

Multi-node clustered unit commitment captures long-term
coupling constraints (applications to political timeframes)

Lessons for electricity market research in transition economies
1. Disaggregate legacy planning and power scheduling functions
2. Recognize multiple flavors of (sub-national, national) trade
barriers
3. Identify which system inflexibilities a market intervention can
address
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India
Based on interviews conducted July 2017

High renewable energy targets
▶
▶

175 GW of wind, solar & small RE by 2022
Technically feasible (minimal curtailment), assuming
essentially optimal institutions/markets (Palchak et al. 2017)

Legacy operations and scheduling
▶
▶

States have primacy and main responsibility over balancing
Limited structural “unbundling” of system operation

Need for more flexible markets
▶

Heavy reliance on long-term (15+ year), two-part (fixed +
variable) physical contracts
▶ Inter- vs. intra-state contracts different regulation, not easily
fungible
▶ Short-term exchange small: 3% of total generation
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Policy recommendations for China
In order to achieve renewable energy generation targets and
efficient, low-carbon market operations:
1. Expand regional market experiments
2. Create consistent policy on compensation for reduced quota
3. Clarify connection between market settlement and dispatch
4. Establish reserve accounting and sharing mechanisms
5. Reduce system operation conflicts of interest through
strengthened regulation
Thank you for your attention.
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Model II
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Model III
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∑
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Model validity assumptions
Assumption

Description

Practice in Chinese cases

Welfare
maximization subject
to
constraints

Objective is to minimize cost
of supplying a given inelastic
demand subject to various
constraints.

Single
optimizing
agent

Under central planner, or
perfectly competitive spot
market conditions (individual
bidding behavior thus can be
ignored).
Projected demand and supply
are known perfectly at
beginning of time period.

No short-term optimization.
Commitment schedules constrained to
meet peak demand.
Integrating RE up to conventional min
outputs similar to merit order principle
(with fixed commitments).
Single dispatcher.
Cases somewhere between dispatcher
= provincial grid, and dispatcher =
regional grid.

Perfect
information

Zonal
demand and
supply

Davidson

Demand and supply zones are
aggregated to the provincial
level.

Forecast errors exacerbated by
long-horizon commitment scheduling.
Two-stage model accounts for
information availability.
Holds if intra-provincial network
constraints are never binding.
Gansu split into two regions based on
these concerns.
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Quota parameterization (Northeast)

Table: Modeled minimum winter thermal generation quotas Qp by province.
Annual CF

Assumed Max
Summer CF

Estimated Min
Winter CF

Qp

HL

47%

80%

14%

14%

JL

39%

80%

-2%

0%

LN

50%

80%

20%

20%

IME

58%

80%

36%

36%
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CHP must-run sensitivity: Northeast

HL

JL

LN

IME

Wind Curtailment

30%

R
P
RT

20%
PT
RQ
PQ

10%

RTQ
PTQ
1,500

500

1,000

0

2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

0%

Minimum Mode (MW)
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Minimum up / down time sensitivity: Northeast

Perfect

MinWind

25%
R
20%

Wind Curtailment

P
RT
15%
PT
RQ

10%

PQ
RTQ

5%

PTQ
10

8

6

4

2

0

10

8

6

4

2

0

0%

Minimum Up Time (Multiple of Base Case)
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Transmission band tolerance sensitivity: Northeast PTQ

Generation−Consumption (MW)

HL

JL

LN

IME

5,000

0

−5,000

150

100

0

50

150

100

0

50

150

50

100

0

150

100

50

0

−10,000

Hour
Transmission Band Tolerance
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0%

10%

50%

100%
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Quota sensitivity for different scheduling assumptions:
Northwest
Perfect

MinWind

50%

Wind Curtailment

40%
RQ
30%

RTQ
PQ

20%

PTQ
10%

150%

100%

50%

0%

150%

100%

50%

0%

0%

Quota (Ratio of Default)
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Aggregation errors
Northeast 2011 model Clustering errors acceptable: system cost w/in 0.02%

2%
1%
0%
−1%
−2%

0.25%

0.00%

−0.25%
Clustered

12−type

Wind Total Change

Objective Change

(2-3% at province), wind totals w/in 0.14%

Aggregation
HL
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IME
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Western Inner Mongolia

(WIM)

Background
▶

Separate provincial grid company

▶

Heavy industry and key electricity exporting region (e.g.,
Beijing)

▶

One of earliest grids to expand out-of-plan direct contracts

Exports to North Grid
▶

Fixed by time of day: “normal” vs. “valley” (10pm-7am)

▶

“Excess wind exchange”: Negotiated rise in “valley” hours,
price fixed, wind farms “bid” quantity

▶

But wind farms skeptical about benefits:
Does the exchange result in more dispatch, or just lower
payments?
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Gansu (Northwest)

(NW)

Background
▶

Late industrial developer

▶

Local gov’t efforts to lower tariffs for energy-intensive
industry, getting around central tariffs (e.g., unsanctioned
bilateral contracts)

▶

Gansu: earliest wind power mega-base, later competing with
RE in neighboring provinces

Cross-regional exports: DeBao UHV-DC (NW-Central)
▶

Dry (winter) season: coal north → south. Wet (summer)
season: hydro south → north.

▶

Complex annual negotiations on quantity and when to reverse
flow

▶

In 2014, higher than average rainfall: Sichuan gov’t petitioned
central gov’t to extend northern flow addtn’l 3 weeks
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Wind curtailment causes: Engineering expectations
Expectation

Importance to
Wind
Outcomes

Feasibility
of
Changing

Relevant Markets /
Efforts (Region)

Poor Demand
Correlation: Low
demand and high
wind
Must-Run
Generation: CHP
minimum modes
Conventional Plant
Inflexibility

Medium

Low

Wind-to-heat
facilities (NE)

High

Medium

Wind-to-heat
facilities (NE)

High (min
outputs), Low
(min up time)
Low (intraregional),
High
(reserves)
Medium

High

Peaking ancillary
services markets
(NE)
Ad-hoc adjustments
(e.g., Chinese New
Year) (All)

Grid Inflexibility:
Transmission network
or reliability
constraints
Export Potential:
Export capacity and
demand
Davidson

High

Medium

Excess wind and
hydro exchanges
(All)
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